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Lindsay Introduces VISION for Laterals
(Omaha, Neb.) – November 2012—Lindsay Corporation, maker of Zimmatic irrigation systems,
announces the addition of VISION for laterals, automatic control for lateral irrigation systems.
“VISION for laterals creates an entirely new experience for growers thanks to its user-friendly
design that allows irrigators to automatically control their systems with just the touch of a
button,” says Reece Andrews, new technology product manager at Lindsay. “It’s 15 times faster
to program than other laterals panels and has a user-friendly interface that gives the operator a
quick view of key information and reduces errors with easy, accurate programming with GPS
positioning.”
VISION’s “EZ Water Wizard” saves water and labor by automatically varying the water rates so
that the lateral never has to complete a dry run, and no area is over- or under-watered. Up to 20
water zones can be created in just a few steps with the product.
VISION for laterals features enhanced shutdown diagnostics, works on multiple field options
and is designed specifically for Zimmatic 9500L irrigation systems.
“The system’s versatility is really unmatched. Our patent-pending EZ Water Wizard is a
breakthrough in a grower’s ability to work smarter thanks to the system’s intelligent operation.
Plus, the software is tailored to square and rectangular fields, so it fully automates normal lateral
functionality,” says Andrews. “We are excited about this addition to our product line that gives
growers another tool to improve field management in a user-friendly and efficient way.”
To learn more about VISION for laterals, contact your local Zimmatic dealer or visit
www.visionforlaterals.com.
About Lindsay
Lindsay Corporation is a leading provider of automated mechanical move irrigation equipment
and of traffic safety products. The Company manufactures and markets center-pivot, lateral-move
and hose reel irrigation systems which are sold through its worldwide network of dealers. The
Company's Zimmatic, Growsmart and Greenfield brands are highly recognized for their quality
and technological leadership. The Company also manufactures and markets infrastructure road

safety and congestion mitigation products through its wholly owned subsidiaries Barrier Systems
Inc. (BSI) and Snoline S.P.A. In addition, the Company produces large-diameter steel tubing and
railroad signaling lights and structures.
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